Connecting People. Sharing IdeaS.
Empowering Each Generation to Teach the OtheRS.

2021 was an incredible year for the Florence Belsky
Charitable Foundation, and we could not have done it
without your support! Thank you!

2021 FLOBEL ANNUAL REPORT
Year in and year out, we find the same thing to be true:
Our advisory board remains our greatest asset!
We have a few big announcements for this year:
156 New Advisors!
Between 2020-2021 we added 156 new advisors to the advisory

board, seeing a 30% jump from 2019!
Check out all of Flobel's over 1500 advisors on our website.
Expansion of our Social Media!

Thanks to all of you, in 2021 our YouTube page had over
4k total views, a 40% increase from the previous year. We

also gained 100 new subscribers!
Follow us on all of our social media sites below:
/flobelfoundation

Winky
says "CLICK to follow"

@flobelfoundation

@flobelfoundation

/https://tinyurl.co
m/y4akhrbf

Introducing FLOBEL ACADEMY!

BIG NEWS: Flobel will now have an official
hub for online education. Coming in 2022.
Read the full report for more information.

LIVING THE FLOBEL MISSION: CONNECTING PEOPLE
The Florence Belsky Charitable Foundation has built its sterling reputation on
its consistent dedication to bringing people together. Whether you are looking
for new business or looking for a new friend, our First Mondays, Women Who
Lunch, and Flobel Film Group are some of the best places to get connected.
When the pandemic hit in March of 2020, we knew that people would need
connection more than ever and 2021 was no different. With the help of zoom,
we pivoted successfully to move our programming into the virtual world.

Our monthly Women Who Lunch
program continued to provide a safe
space "virtually" where women of
different ages, lifestyles, and careers
could come together, and find ways to
mutually support each other through
guided discussions that our volunteer
leaders put together.
2021 was also a great year for
our filmmaking advisors. We
developed the Flobel Film
Collective which met monthly

on zoom giving our amazing
advisors in the film industry the
chance to get to know one
another, share current projects
and meet new collaborators.
Our First Monday’s events also pivoted to being online. In the spirit of
finding unique ways to gather virtually, we hosted a very special Halloween
Event: The Cushing Happy Hour which included a dance-a-thon and
costume party.

LIVING THE FLOBEL MISSION: SHARING IDEAS
This past year we dedicated a portion of our efforts to supporting new and
interesting online programming that expanded the mind and encouraged the
sharing of ideas virtually.
Since 2020, our foundation has hit a new record producing over 50 webinars
covering diverse subjects like meditation, climate change, filmmaking,
vaccines, marketing, and NFTs. To see them all, click here for our youtube
page and be sure to subscribe.

It was another wonderful year for our positive news website,
www.nectarnews.org . Led by associate director and editor Rivka Rivera, we

brought on advisor Leanna Bonnetti to assist Rivka and expand the number of
positive stories we report. To submit a positive news story, please email
flobelfoundation@gmail.org.

LIVING THE FLOBEL MISSION: EMPOWERING EACH
GENERATION TO TEACH THE OTHERS
2021 was a year of rejuvenation, recovery, and community building for many of
our advisors. As we began to confront the emotional wreckage of this
pandemic we realized that intergenerational mentorship was key. In that spirit,
our Sage Advice Series was revitalized. We interviewed several luminaries,
mining them for much-needed wisdom at this time. See them all here.

Our Still New York Docu-Series furthered this mission by highlighting the
experiences of NYC Arts Workers as they rebuild their communities in the wake
of Covid-19. Hosted by advisors Jana Bernard and Alex Alpert this series is a
must for anyone who is interested in the lives of working artists. There are 12
episodes total. Watch them all here: FULL SERIES LINK.

Onward to 2022!
INTRODUCING FLOBEL ACADEMY
The Florence Belsky Charitable Foundation is proud to announce that after
years of offering intergenerational learning, we are developing an official
online center. Stay tuned for more details in the new year.

As always we would love to hear feedback from you. Please let us know what
you love, what we could improve on, and if there is any programming you
would be interested in seeing in the future.
You can always reach us at: FLOBELFOUNDATION@GMAIL.COM

